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Abstract

Recent success of semantic segmentation approaches on demanding road driving datasets has spurred interest in many related application fields. Many of these applications involve real-time prediction on mobile platforms such as cars, drones and various kinds of robots. Real-time setup is challenging due to extraordinary computational complexity involved. Many previous works address the challenge with custom lightweight architectures which decrease computational complexity by reducing depth, width and layer capacity with respect to general purpose architectures. We propose an alternative approach which achieves a significantly better performance across a wide range of computing budgets. First, we rely on a light-weight general purpose architecture as the main recognition engine. Then, we leverage light-weight upsampling with lateral connections as the most cost-effective solution to restore the prediction resolution. Finally, we propose to enlarge the receptive field by fusing shared features at multiple resolutions in a novel fashion. Experiments on several road driving datasets show a substantial advantage of the proposed approach, either with ImageNet pre-trained parameters or when we learn from scratch. Our Cityscapes test submission entitled SwiftNetRN-18 delivers 75.5% MiOu and achieves 39.9 Hz on 1024×2048 images on GTX1080Ti.

1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation is an important dense prediction task in which the inference targets posterior distribution over a known set of classes in each image pixel [6, 20, 3]. Currently, the best results are achieved with deep fully convolutional models which require extraordinary computational resources. Many important applications such as autonomous navigation or driver assistance require inference on very large images in order to cover a wide field of view and perceive pedestrians at distances of over 200m. At the same time, these applications require a very low latency in order to be able to bring real-time decisions. The resulting requirements intensify computational strain and make real-time implementations a challenging research objective.

Many real-time semantic segmentation approaches [28, 40, 24, 32] address this goal by introducing custom lightweight architectures which are not suited for large-scale visual recognition. Most of these approaches initialize training from scratch, and thus miss a huge regularization
opportunity offered by knowledge transfer [26] from larger and more diverse recognition datasets [30]. Consequently, these methods incur a comparatively large overfitting risk. Some approaches alleviate this shortcoming by pre-training on ImageNet [28]. However, our experiments suggest that the resulting benefits tend to be smaller than in architectures which are designed for competitive ImageNet performance.

A simple model for semantic segmentation starts with a fully convolutional encoder which gradually decreases the resolution and increases the number of feature maps of the resulting representation. Instead of performing global pooling (as we would do in image-wide classification) one can proceed by attaching a pixel-wise loss to obtain the predictions [6]. The resulting model would lead to a very fast evaluation on modern hardware, however its accuracy would be rather low due to the following problems. Firstly, small objects (e.g. distant traffic signs) would not be recognized due to low resolution of pixel-wise predictions, which is usually 32 times smaller than the input image. Secondly, the receptive field of such models would not be large enough to classify pixels at large objects (e.g. nearby buses or trucks). These problems can be alleviated with various techniques such as dilated convolutions [37], learned upsampling [20], lateral connections [27, 29, 19, 16] and resolution pyramids [6]. However, not all of these techniques are equally suited for real-time operation.

In this paper, we argue that a competitive blend of efficiency and prediction accuracy can be achieved by models based on lightweight ImageNet-grade classification architectures [8, 31]. Additionally, we propose a novel approach to increase the receptive field of deep model predictions, based on a resolution pyramid with shared parameters [6]. The proposed approach incurs a very modest increase of the model capacity and is therefore especially suited for datasets with large objects and few annotated images. Finally, we show that the resolution of the predictions can be efficiently and accurately upsamled by a lightweight decoder with lateral connections [27, 29]. We show that the resulting semantic segmentation models can be evaluated under various computing budgets, and that they are feasible even on embedded GPU platforms. We present experiments both with ImageNet pre-training and learning from scratch on different road driving datasets. Our experiments achieve state-of-the-art semantic segmentation accuracy among all existing approaches aiming at real-time execution.

2. Related Work

As described in the introduction, semantic segmentation models have to face two major problems: restoring the input resolution and increasing the receptive field. The simplest way to restore input resolution is to avoid downsampling. This is usually achieved by replacing stride-2 poolings with non-strided poolings, and doubling the dilation factor in subsequent convolutions [4, 38]. However, this approach increases the resolution of deep latent representations, which implies a large computational complexity. Furthermore, dilated convolutions incur significant additional slow-down due to necessity to rearrange the image data before and after calling optimized implementations.

Another way to achieve dense image prediction relies on trained upsampling [20], which results in an encoder-decoder architecture. The idea is to perform recognition on subsampled latent representation to reduce complexity and then to restore the resolution by upsampling the representation (or the predictions). This setup can be naturally augmented by introducing lateral connections [27, 29, 19, 16] to blend semantically rich deep layers with spatially rich shallow layers. The upsampling path has to be as lean as possible (to achieve efficiency and prevent overfitting) but no leaner (to avoid underfitting). It turns out that the sweet spot is computationally inexpensive, which makes this setup especially well-suited for real-time operation.

Early approaches to enlarge the receptive field of logit activations were based on dilated convolutions [37, 4, 38]. A more involved approach is known as spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) [7]. SPP averages features over aligned grids with different granularities [17]. We use a convolutional adaptation of that idea, in which the feature pyramid is upsampled to the original resolution [41] and then concatenated with the input features. Thus, subsequent convolutions obtain access to broad spatial pools and that increases their receptive field. The combination of dilated convolutions and SPP is known as à trous SPP, or ASPP for short [3]. However, SPP and ASPP may hurt generalization due to large capacity. In this paper, we study resolution pyramids as an alternative way to increase the receptive field and at the same time promote scale invariance [34, 15, 18, 4]. Most previous pyramidal approaches to semantic segmentation [6, 40, 23] fuse only the deepest representations extracted at different resolutions. Different from them, we combine representations from different abstraction levels before joining the upsampling path within the decoder. This results in a better gradient flow throughout the pyramidal representation which is advantageous when the objects are large and the training data is scarce.

Efficient recognition architectures leverage optimized building blocks which aim at reducing computational load while preserving accuracy. Grouped convolutions reduce the number of floating point operations and the number of parameters by enclosing the information flow within smaller groups of feature maps. Various methods have been proposed to discover prominent inter-group connections. ShuffleNet [39] uses channel shuffling to pass information across convolutional groups. CondenseNet [11] incorporates a training strategy which locates important connections in grouped convolutions and prunes those which
are redundant. Neural architecture search [42] is an approach that leverages reinforcement learning to jointly learn the model architecture and the corresponding parameters. The resulting architectures achieve competitive ImageNet performance when the computational budget is restricted. Depthwise separable convolutions [33, 36] decrease computational complexity by splitting a regular convolution in two. Firstly, a \( k \times k \) convolution is separably applied to each input channel. This can be viewed as a group convolution where the number of groups corresponds to the number of channels \( C \). In other words, there are \( C \) kernels \( k \times k \times 1 \). Secondly, a \( 1 \times 1 \) convolution is applied to propagate inter-channel information. Replacing standard convolutions with depthwise separable convolutions lowers the number of parameters and increases the inference speed at the cost of some drop in performance [10]. Strong regularization effect of depthwise separable convolutions can be relaxed by inverted residual blocks [31] which lead to compact residual models suitable for mobile applications.

Most semantic segmentation approaches aiming at real-time operation refrain from using encoders designed for competitive ImageNet performance. ICNet [40] proposes a custom encoder which processes an image pyramid with shared parameters and fuses multi-scale representations before entering the decoder which restores the resolution. ERFNet [28] redefines a residual block as a composition of a \( 3 \times 1 \) followed by a \( 1 \times 3 \) convolution, which yields a 33\% reduction in parameters. Vallurupalli et al. [35] propose the DG2s approach as an efficient ERFNet variant with the following modifications in residual blocks: i) depthwise separable convolutions, and ii) channel shuffling operation before pointwise convolutions. ESPNet [24] factorizes convolutions in a similar manner and refrains from shared parameters across the image pyramid in order to produce a fast and compact architecture.

Our method is most related to semantic segmentation approaches which use lightweight encoders trained on ImageNet and benefit from such initialization. Similar to our work, Nekrasov et al. [25] rely on MobileNet V2 [31] and NASNet [42] encoders and feature a thick decoder with lateral connections. This is similar to our single scale model, however, our decoder has much less capacity, which allows us to report a half of their number of floating point operations without sacrificing recognition accuracy on road driving datasets. LinkNet [2] uses a small ResNet-18 backbone and a lightweight decoder to achieve satisfying performance-speed ratio. Our single scale model is similar to LinkNet, however we omit convolutional layers at full resolution in order to substantially reduce memory imprint and greatly increase the processing speed. Mazzini et al. [23] use a dilated encoder initialized from the DRN-D-22 model [38], and a decoder with one lateral connection. They also learn nonlinear upsampling to improve accuracy at object boundaries. Instead of using dilated convolutions, our decoder upsamples predictions by exclusively relying on lateral connections, which results in a 4-fold speed-up. Additionally, we succeed to leverage full resolution images during training which achieves an improvement of 5 percentage points on Cityscapes test.

3. The proposed segmentation method

Our method assumes the following requirements. The model should be based on an ImageNet pre-trained encoder in order to benefit from regularization induced by transfer learning. The decoder should restore the resolution of encoded features in order for the predictions to retain detail. The upsampling procedure must be as simple as possible in order to maintain real-time processing speed. Gradient flow should be promoted throughout the network to support training from random initialization in an unusual event that ImageNet pre-training turns out not to be useful.

3.1. Basic building blocks

The proposed segmentation method is conceived around three basic building blocks which we briefly describe in the following paragraphs. These building blocks are going to be used in our two models which we propose in subsequent subsections.

**Recognition encoder** We advocate the usage of compact ImageNet pre-trained model as segmentation encoders. We propose to use ResNet-18 [8] and MobileNet V2 [31] for a number of reasons. These models are a good fit for fine tuning due to pre-trained parameters being publicly available. They are also suitable for training from scratch due to moderate depth and residual structure. Finally, these models are compatible with real-time operation due to small operation footprint. Computationally, ResNet-18 is around six times more complex than MobileNet V2. However, MobileNet V2 uses depthwise separable convolutions which are not directly supported in GPU firmware (the cuDNN library). Therefore, MobileNet V2 tends to be slower than ResNet-18 in most experimental setups. Note that the same issue disqualifies usage of the DenseNet architecture [12], since it requires efficient convolution over a non-contiguous tensor, which is still not supported in cuDNN.

**Upsampling decoder** The recognition encoder transforms the input image into semantically rich visual features. These features must have a coarse spatial resolution in order to save memory and processing time. The purpose of the decoder is to upsample these features to the input resolution. We advocate a simple decoder organized as a sequence of upsampling modules with lateral connections [27, 29]. The proposed ladder-style upsampling modules have two
inputs: the low resolution features (which should be upsampled), and the lateral features from an earlier layer of the encoder. The low resolution features are first upsampled with bilinear interpolation to the same resolution as the lateral features. Upsampled input features and lateral encoder features are then mixed with elementwise summation and finally blended with a 3×3 convolution.

We propose to route the lateral features from the output of the elementwise sum within the last residual block at the corresponding level of subsampling, as shown in Figure 2. Note that routing the lateral features from the output of the subsequent ReLU leads to a considerable drop in validation accuracy. Replacing the standard 3×3 convolution with either a 1×1 convolution, or a depthwise separable convolution also decreases the validation accuracy.

Figure 2. Structural diagram of the last residual unit within a convolutional block operating on common spatial resolution. We do not use pre-activation [9] since we could not find a pre-trained parameterization for ResNet-18. The lateral connection is taken from the output of the elementwise sum after the last residual block. The output of the ReLU node is forwarded to the next residual block.

Module for increasing the receptive field As discussed before, there are two viable possibilities for increasing the receptive field while maintaining real-time speed: i) spatial pyramid pooling, and ii) pyramid fusion. The SPP block gathers the features produced by the encoder at several pooling levels and produces a representation with a varying level of detail. We demonstrate the use of SPP in our single scale model. Our SPP block is a simplified version of the pyramid pooling module from PSPNet [41]. The pyramid fusion produces genuine multi-scale representations which need to be carefully fused within the decoder in order to avoid overfitting to unsuitable level of detail. We propose a pyramid pooling approach which blends representations at different levels of abstraction and thus enlarges the receptive field without sacrificing spatial resolution.

3.2. Single scale model

The proposed single scale model transforms the input image into dense semantic predictions throughout a down-sampling recognition encoder and upsampling decoder, as shown in Figure 3. Yellow trapezoids designate convolution groups, that is, parts of the encoder which operate on the same spatial resolution. All considered encoders consist of four such convolution groups. The first convolution group produces features at the H/4×W/4 resolution, while each following group increases the subsampling by the factor of 2. Thus the features at the far end of the encoder are H/32×W/32. These features are fed into the spatial pyramid pooling layer (designated by a green diamond) in order to increase the model receptive field. The resulting tensor is finally routed to the decoder whose upampling modules are shown in blue.

Note that decoder and encoder are asymmetric: the encoder has many convolutions per convolution group while decoder has only one convolution per upampling module. Furthermore, the dimensionality of encoder features increases along the downsampling path, while the dimensionality of the decoder features is constant. Therefore, lateral connections have to adjust dimensionality with 1×1 convolutions designated with red squares. Upsampling modules operate in three steps: i) the low resolution representation is bilinearly upsampled, ii) the obtained representations is summed with the lateral connection, iii) the summation is blended using a 3×3 convolution.

Figure 3. Structural diagram of the proposed single scale model. Yellow trapezoids designate convolution groups within the encoder which may be pre-trained on ImageNet. The green diamond designates the spatial pyramid pooling layer, the red squares designate bottleneck layers, and blue trapezoids designate lightweight upsampling modules. Logits are upsampled to original image resolution with bilinear interpolation.

3.3. Interleaved pyramid fusion model

While using a compact encoder is beneficial for fast inference, this also results in a decreased receptive field and a smaller capacity compared to general purpose convolutional models for visual recognition. To counteract these drawbacks, we propose to exploit image pyramids to enlarge the receptive field of the model and reduce the model capacity requirements.

The proposed model is shown in Figure 4. Two encoder instances (yellow) are applied to the input image at different levels of the resolution pyramid. This results in increased receptive field of the activations which sense the lowest res-
olution of the image pyramid. Furthermore, shared parameters enable recognition of objects of different sizes with the common set of parameters, which may relax the demand for model capacity. In order to enforce lateral connections and improve the gradient flow throughout the encoder, we concatenate the feature tensors from neighbouring levels of different encoders (we can do that since they have equal spatial resolution). This concatenation is designated with green circles. After concatenation, interleaved encoder features are projected onto the decoder feature space by $1 \times 1$ convolutions designated with red squares. The decoder (blue) operates in the same manner as in the single-scale model, however now we have an additional upsampling module for each additional level of the image pyramid.

Figure 4. Structural diagram of the proposed model with interleaved pyramidal fusion. Encoder parameters (yellow) are shared across all pyramid levels and may be pre-trained on Imagenet. Features of the same resolutions are concatenated (green circles), fed into a $1 \times 1$ bottleneck convolution (red squares) and blended within the decoder (blue).

4. Experiments

We conduct semantic segmentation experiments on two datasets: Cityscapes [5] and CamVid [1]. We report mIoU accuracy, computational complexity and the execution speed of the trained models. The speed measurements are performed on a desktop GPU (GTX 1080Ti) and on an embedded System on a chip module (Jetson TX2). We also present ablation and validation experiments which provide a more detailed insight into the impact of various design choices. Please note that additional experiments can be found in the supplement.

4.1. Training details

We train all our models with the Adam [14] optimizer with the learning rate set to $4 \cdot 10^{-4}$. We decay the learning rate with cosine annealing [21] to the minimum value of $1 \cdot 10^{-6}$ in the last epoch (we do not perform any warm restarts). The weight decay is set to $1 \cdot 10^{-4}$. In experiments with ImageNet pre-training, we update pre-trained parameters with 4 times smaller learning rate and apply 4 times smaller weight decay. We train on jittered square crops with batch size 12. The jittering consists of random horizontal flipping, and scaling with random factors between 0.5 and 2. We use $768 \times 768$ crops for full Cityscapes resolution, and $448 \times 448$ crops for half Cityscapes resolution and CamVid. We train for 200 epochs on Cityscapes and 400 epochs on CamVid. We train for additional 200 epochs in experiments without ImageNet pre-training.

4.2. Measuring the computational complexity

We express the computational complexity of the trained models with two metrics: i) billions of floating point operations (GFLOP), and ii) number of processed frames per second (FPS). The GFLOP metric provides the number of fused multiply-add operations required to evaluate the model. Such platform-agnostic measure of the computational complexity is suitable for CPUs where all multiplications require roughly equal processing time. Unfortunately, the GFLOP metric poorly corresponds with the actual processing time on GPU platforms, since efficient implementations are available only for a small subset of all building blocks used to express current deep models. Consequently, both metrics are required for a complete description of algorithm suitability for real-time operation.

The FPS metric directly corresponds to the processing time on a particular hardware platform. Such metric does not necessarily correlate across platforms, although rough estimations can be done, as we show below. We simulate real-time applications by setting batch size to 1. We measure the time elapsed between transferring the input data to the GPU, and receiving the semantic predictions into RAM as shown in the code snippet shown in Figure 5.

```python
device = torch.device('cuda')
model.eval()
model.to(device)
with torch.no_grad():
    input = model.prepare_data(batch).to(device)
    logits = model.forward(input)
    torch.cuda.synchronize()
t0 = 1000 * perf_counter()
for _ in range(n):
    input = model.prepare_data(batch).to(device)
    logits = model.forward(input)
    _, pred = logits.max(1)
    out = pred.data.byte().cpu()
    torch.cuda.synchronize()
    t1 = 1000 * perf_counter()
fps = (1000 + n) / (t1 - t0)
```

Figure 5. Measurement of the processing time under PyTorch.
We conduct all measurements on a single GTX1080Ti with CUDA 10.0, CUDNN 7.3 and PyTorch 1.0.1. We exclude the batch normalization layers [13] from measurements since in real-time applications they would be fused with preceding convolutional layers. We report mean FPS values over 1000 forward passes. Results are shown in Table 1. The column FPS norm provides a rough estimate on how would other methods perform on our hardware. The scaling factors are: 1.0 for GTX1080Ti, 0.61 for TitanX Maxwell, 1.03 for TitanX Pascal, and 1.12 for Titan XP. These scaling factors were calculated using publicly available benchmarks: goo.gl/N6ukTz, goo.gl/BaqOPq. The column GFLOPs@1MPx shows an estimated number of FLOPs for an input image of 1MPx, as a resolution-agnostic metric of computational complexity.

### 4.3. Cityscapes

The Cityscapes dataset is a collection of high resolution images taken from the driver’s perspective during daytime and fine weather. It consists of 2975 training, 500 validation, and 1525 test images with labels from 19 classes. It also provides 20000 coarsely labeled images which we do not use during our experiments. Table 1 evaluates the accuracy (class mIoU) and efficiency (GFLOP, FPS) of our methods and compares them to other real-time methods. Our single scale method based on the ResNet-18 encoder achieves 75.5% test mIoU, and delivers 39.9 FPS on full Cityscapes resolution (1024x2048 pixels). To the best of our knowledge, this result outperforms all other approaches aiming at real-time operation. The corresponding submission to the Cityscapes evaluation server is entitled SwiftNetRN-18. Table 1 also presents experiments in which our models are trained from scratch. The accuracy decreases for 5 mIoU percentage points (pp) with respect to the corresponding experiments with ImageNet pre-trained initialization. This shows that ImageNet pre-training represents an important ingredient for reaching highly accurate predictions. We notice that custom encoders like ERFNet [28] get less benefits from ImageNet pre-training: only 1.7% pp as shown in Table 1. Figure 7 presents examples of segmentations on Cityscapes val images. We show examples for both single scale and pyramid models. We did not achieve measurable improvements with the pyramid model over the single scale model on the Cityscapes dataset.

### 4.4. CamVid

The CamVid dataset contains 701 densely annotated frames. We use the usual split into 367 train, 101 validation and 233 test images. We train on combined train and validation subsets and evaluate semantic segmentation into 11 classes on the test subset. Table 2 shows that we obtain an improvement of roughly 1.5 pp mIoU when using the pyramid model with pre-trained ResNet-18 and MobileNetV2 backbones. Figure 8 shows frames from the CamVid test subset where the pyramid model performed better.

Table 2 also shows that ImageNet pre-training contributes more on CamVid than on Cityscapes (7-9pp of mIoU performance). This is not surprising since CamVid has almost 20 times less training pixels.

A small size of the dataset poses a considerable challenge when training from scratch due to high overfitting risk. Table 2 shows that the pyramid model achieves better...
results than the single scale model. This supports our choice of sharing encoder parameters across pyramid levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>backbone</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>mIoU†</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
<td>single scale</td>
<td>72.58</td>
<td>63.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pyramid</td>
<td>73.86</td>
<td>65.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet V2</td>
<td>single scale</td>
<td>71.56</td>
<td>64.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pyramid</td>
<td>73.08</td>
<td>65.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Semantic segmentation accuracy on CamVid test using ImageNet pre-training (mIoU†) and training from scratch (mIoU).

### 4.5. Validation of the upsampling capacity

The number of feature maps along the upsampling path is the most important design choice of the decoder. We validate this hyper-parameter and report the results in Table 3. The results show that the model accuracy saturates at 128 dimensions. Consequently, we pick this value as a sensible speed-accuracy trade-off in all other experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>upsampling features</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwiftNetRN-18</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>69.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>70.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>192</td>
<td>70.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256</td>
<td>70.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Validation of the number of feature maps in the upsampling path. The models were trained on Cityscapes train subset at 512×1024 while the evaluation is performed on Cityscapes val. All models use ImageNet initialization.

### 4.6. Ablation of lateral connections

To demonstrate the importance of lateral connections between the encoder and the decoder, we train a single scale model without lateral connections. For this experiment, we discard the 1×1 convolution layers located on the skip connections and abandon the elementwise summations in upsampling modules. Training such a model on full Cityscapes train images causes the validation accuracy to drop from 75.35% to 72.93%.

### 4.7. Execution profile

To obtain a better insight into the execution time of our models, we report separate processing times and the GFLOP metrics for the downsampling path (encoder and SPP), and the upsampling path (decoder). Table 4 shows the results for the single scale model and input resolution of 2048×1024. Note the striking discrepancy of time and GFLOPs for the two downsampling paths. ResNet-18 is almost twice as fast as MobileNet v2 despite requiring 6 times more multiplications. Note also that our decoder is twice as fast as the ResNet-18 encoder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>dn time</th>
<th>up time</th>
<th>down FLOPs</th>
<th>up FLOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RN-18</td>
<td>15.0ms</td>
<td>8.1ms</td>
<td>76.1B</td>
<td>30.9B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN-V2</td>
<td>26.7ms</td>
<td>7.5ms</td>
<td>12.1B</td>
<td>28.9B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Inference speed along the downsampling (encoder and SPP) and the upsampling (decoder) paths for the single scale model. The columns dn time and up time display the execution times, while the columns dn FLOPs and up FLOPs show the number of floating point operations for 2048×1024 images.

### 4.8. Size of the receptive field

We estimate the effective receptive field of our models by considering the central pixel in each image X of Cityscapes val. The estimate is based on gradients ∂y/∂X [22] where y are the logits for the central pixel while i is argmax(y). Table 5 expresses the effective receptive fields as standard deviations of pixels with top 5% gradient ∂y/∂X. The results show that both SPP and interleaved pyramidal fusion substantially increase the receptive field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>ERF horizontal</th>
<th>ERF vertical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RN-18 no SPP</td>
<td>84.47</td>
<td>84.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN-18 SPP</td>
<td>154.07</td>
<td>153.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN-18 pyramid</td>
<td><strong>185.22</strong></td>
<td>140.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Effective receptive fields (ERF) expressed as standard deviation of pixels with top 5% image gradients with respect to the dominant class of the central pixel, measured on Cityscapes val.

### 4.9. Processing speed on Jetson TX2

We evaluate the proposed methods on NVIDIA Jetson TX2 module under CUDA 9.0, CUDNN 7.1, and PyTorch v1.0rc1. Due to limited number of CUDA cores, all bilinear interpolations had to be replaced with nearest neighbour interpolation. Results are reported in Figure 6. The MobileNet V2 backbone outperforms ResNet-18 for 20-30% on most resolutions due to lower number of FLOPs. However, ResNet-18 is faster on the lowest resolution. Note that our implementations do not use TensorRT optimizations.

Figure 6. Processing speed in frames per second of the proposed architecture on NVIDIA Jetson TX2 module for two different backbones and various input resolutions.
5. Conclusion

Real-time performance is a very important trait of semantic segmentation models aiming at applications in robotics and intelligent transportation systems. Most previous work in the field involves custom convolutional encoders trained from scratch, and decoders without lateral skip-connections. However, we argue that a better speed-accuracy trade-off is achieved with i) compact encoders designed for competitive ImageNet performance and ii) lightweight decoders with lateral skip-connections. Additionally, we propose a novel interleaved pyramidal fusion scheme which is able to further improve the results on large objects close to the camera. We provide a detailed analysis of prediction accuracy and processing time on Cityscapes and CamVid datasets for models based on ResNet-18 and MobileNetv2. Our Cityscapes test submission achieves 75.5% mIoU by processing 1024×2048 images at 39.9 Hz on a GTX1080Ti. To the best of our knowledge, this result outperforms all previous approaches aiming at real-time application. The source code is available at https://github.com/orsic/swiftnet.
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